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Configuration Manual

Mudit Agarwal
Student ID: x18108202

1 Introduction

This configuration manual specifies the system setup including software and hardware
requirements needed to perform the research undertaken for the thesis titled “Analysing the
Evolution of FinTech Research Topics in Academia”. The steps to be followed in order to
replicate the experiment/research performed are also laid out in an easy to follow manner to
ensure the research can be easily reproduced to analyse the results by others. Code snippets
and outputs are also portrayed and discussed to provide a deeper insight into the inner
workings of the code. This further enhances the replicability of the experiment.

2 Dataset

The IEEE Xplore Digital Library (IEEE, 2019) is chosen as the primary data source for the
purpose of this research as it is a vast research database for accessing journal articles,
magazines and conference proceedings among other materials related to the field of computer
science, electrical engineering and electronics and similar fields. One of the major advantages
of IEEE Xplore Digital Library over other prominent research databases is that it offers a
very easy and intuitive way of exporting relatively large amounts of data with a single click
as a csv file. All search results against a search string can be selected at once and exported as
a csv file for the purpose of this research.

Technical papers like journal articles and conference proceedings on financial
technology (FinTech) are needed for this research as the aim is to analyse the hot FinTech
topics in academic research. To this end, we search for journal articles and conference
proceedings in the IEEE Xplore Digital Library using various buzzwords/keywords from the
FinTech domain. These include blockchain, distributed ledger, smart contracts, ICO,
cryptocurrency, initial coin offering, DLT, regtech, insurtech, fintech, financial technology
and financial services. A total of 14,116 unique publications are obtained upon cleaning and
pre-processing the data.

3 Hardware Requirements

Laptop Model: Lenovo Y510p

Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-4700MQ Quad-Core CPU @ 2.40GHz

Installed Memory (RAM): 8GB
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Storage Space: 1TB HDD (Hard Disk Drive)

GPU (Graphics Processing Unit): NVIDIA GeForce GT 750M 2GB

System Type: 64-bit Operating System, x64-based processor

4 Software Requirements

R Version: 3.5.1

RStudio Version: 1.1.456

R Libraries Used: textmineR, pacman

Operating System: Windows 10

MS Excel Version: 2016

5 Replication

 Make sure the hardware and software requirements laid out are met.
 Download csv data from IEEE Xplore Digital Library by searching for the following

keywords: blockchain, cryptocurrency, ICO, smart contract, DLT, initial coin
offering, distributed ledger, fintech, financial services, financial technology, insurtech
and regtech. The data taken for this research is from 2010 to 2019.

 Aggregate the downloaded csv data into one csv file by copying and pasting using
MS Excel. Clean the data by removing missing and numerical values for Year of
Publication and Abstract. This can be done by creating a filter on these two columns,
filtering the observations to be deleted and deleting them using the delete key.

 In the R code, change the line that reads the data so that the directory is same as the
one where the aggregated, cleaned data is stored. The filename should also be correct.

 Run the R code provided as part of this research.

6 Code

The following code ingests the dataset into R, transforms the data and creates a data corpus
for further examination in R. Next, LDA models are run for different values for k.

Dataset <- read.csv(file='C:\\Users\\Mudit\\Desktop\\DATASET.csv', header=T, colClasses="character")

absdata <- dataset

str(absdata)

dtm <- CreateDtm(doc_vec = absdata$Abstract,
ngram_window = c(1, 2),
stopword_vec = c(stopwords::stopwords("en"),
stopwords::stopwords(source = "smart")),
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lower = TRUE,
remove_punctuation = TRUE,
remove_numbers = TRUE,
verbose = FALSE,
cpus = 2)

dtm <- dtm[,colSums(dtm) > 2]
set.seed(12345)
model20 <- FitLdaModel(dtm = dtm,

k = 20,
iterations = 500,
burnin = 200,
alpha = 0.1,
beta = 0.05,
optimize_alpha = TRUE,
calc_likelihood = TRUE,
calc_coherence = TRUE,
calc_r2 = TRUE)

Furthermore, the following code evaluates the different models using R2, coherence and log-
likelihood.

r2_vals <- c(model5$r2, model10$r2, model20$r2, model30$r2, model40$r2, model50$r2, model100$r2,
model150$r2, model200$r2)
names(r2_vals) <- c("k=5","k=10","k=20","k=30","k=40","k=50","k=100","k=150","k=200")
r2_vals

summary(model5$coherence)
summary(model10$coherence)
summary(model20$coherence)
summary(model30$coherence)
summary(model40$coherence)
summary(model50$coherence)
summary(model100$coherence)
summary(model150$coherence)
summary(model200$coherence)

model5$log_likelihood[50,]
model10$log_likelihood[50,]
model20$log_likelihood[50,]
model30$log_likelihood[50,]
model40$log_likelihood[50,]
model50$log_likelihood[50,]
model100$log_likelihood[50,]
model150$log_likelihood[50,]
model200$log_likelihood[50,]

str(model50)

model50$top_terms <- GetTopTerms(phi = model50$phi, M = 10)
head(t(model50$top_terms))

Then, prevalence vs alpha graph is plotted and the extracted topics are labelled using
textmineR library. A summary of the top 10 topics is generated for gaining insight into the
most prevalent topics as seen below.

model50$prevalence <- colSums(model50$theta) / sum(model50$theta) * 100
plot(model50$prevalence, model50$alpha, xlab = "prevalence", ylab = "alpha")
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model50$labels <- LabelTopics(assignments = model50$theta > 0.05,
dtm = dtm,
M = 1)

head(model50$labels, n=10)
t(model50$labels)

model50$summary <- data.frame(topic = rownames(model50$phi),
label = model50$labels,
coherence = round(model50$coherence, 3),
prevalence = round(model50$prevalence,3),
top_terms = apply(model50$top_terms, 2, function(x){

paste(x, collapse = ", ")
}),
stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

model50$summary[ order(model50$summary$prevalence, decreasing = TRUE) , ][ 1:10 , ]

Following this, the topics are converted to time series and their slopes are calculated. The
slopes may be positive or negative. The hottest terms and coldest terms are identified as
shown below.

theta_mean_by <- by(model50$theta, absdata$Publication_Year, colMeans)
theta_mean <- do.call("rbind",theta_mean_by)
colnames(theta_mean) = paste(1:50)
theta_mean_ts <- ts(theta_mean, start = 2010)
theta_mean_time <- time(theta_mean)

tm_lm <- apply(theta_mean, 2, function(x) lm(x ~ theta_mean_time))
tm_lm_coef <- lapply(tm_lm,function(x) coef(summary(x)))
tm_lm_coef_sign <- sapply(tm_lm_coef,'[',"theta_mean_time","Pr(>|t|)")
tm_lm_coef_slope <- sapply(tm_lm_coef,'[',"theta_mean_time","Estimate")

tm_lm_coef_slope_pos <- tm_lm_coef_slope[tm_lm_coef_slope >= 0]
tm_lm_coef_slope_neg <- tm_lm_coef_slope[tm_lm_coef_slope < 0]

p <- c(0.05, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001)
total_significance <- sapply(p,

function(x) (tm_lm_coef_sign[tm_lm_coef_sign < x]))
negative_significance <- sapply(1:length(p),

function(x) intersect(names(tm_lm_coef_slope_neg),names(total_significance[[x]])))
positive_significance <- sapply(1:length(p),

function(x) intersect(names(tm_lm_coef_slope_pos),names(total_significance[[x]])))

trend_matrix <- rbind(sapply(negative_significance,length),
sapply(positive_significance,length ),
sapply (total_significance,length ))

rownames(trend_matrix) <- c("Negative trend", "Positive trend", "Total")
colnames(trend_matrix) <- c("p<0.05", "p<0.01", "p<0.001", "p<0.0001")
trend_matrix

hot_topics <- as.numeric(names(sort(tm_lm_coef_slope[positive_significance[[1]]], decreasing=TRUE)))
cold_topics <- as.numeric(names(sort(tm_lm_coef_slope[negative_significance[[1]]], decreasing=FALSE)))

hot_and_cold_ts <- cbind(theta_mean_ts[,hot_topics[1:10]],
theta_mean_ts[,cold_topics[1:10]],
deparse.level=0)

colnames(hot_and_cold_ts) <- as.character(c(hot_topics[1:10],cold_topics[1:10]))

hot_ts <- theta_mean_ts[,hot_topics[1:10]]
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cold_ts <- theta_mean_ts[,cold_topics[1:10]]
colnames(hot_ts) <- as.character(hot_topics[1:10])
colnames(cold_ts) <- as.character(cold_topics[1:10])

hot_words <- model50$top_terms[,hot_topics[1:9]]
cold_words <- model50$top_terms[,cold_topics[1:10]]
hot_words
cold_words

Finally, multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are used to identify non-linear trends in topics similar
to the research done by Bittermann & Fischer (2018). The topics identified as having non-
linear trends are plotted as time series to show their non-linearity.

rn=numeric(0)
rlm=numeric(0)

set.seed(282828)
for(i in 1:50){

ts <- scale(theta_mean_ts[,i])
theta_mean_time_s <- scale(theta_mean_time)

n <- nnet(x=theta_mean_time_s,y=ts,size=2,linout=T,trace=F);
for(j in 1:100){

m=nnet(x=theta_mean_time_s,y=ts,size=2,linout=T,trace=F);a1<-abs(cor(m$fitted.values,ts));a2<-
abs(cor(n$fitted.values,ts))

if(is.na(a1)==F && is.na(a2)==F) if( abs(cor(m$fitted.values,ts)) > abs(cor(n$fitted.values,ts))) n<-m

}
rn <- c(rn,cor(ts,fitted(n))^2)

lm <- lm(ts ~ theta_mean_time)
rlm <- c(rlm,cor(ts,fitted(lm))^2)

}

rq <- data.frame(rlm, rn)
rq$check <- ifelse(rq$rn > 2*rq$rlm, 1, 0)
rq$ratio <- rq$rlm / rq$rn

write.csv2(rq, "rq.csv")

ratio <- rq$ratio
names(ratio) <- rownames(rq)
nonlinear <- head(sort(ratio, decreasing = FALSE), 10)
list.nonlinear <- as.numeric(names(nonlinear))

xyplot(theta_mean_ts[,list.nonlinear])
terms_nonlinear <- model50$top_terms[,list.nonlinear]
terms_nonlinear
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